
Mi diario -  Chapter 7: Instructions 
 

GENERAL INDICATIONS FOR ALL MI DIARIO WORK IN SPAN 1442:   
 

 The work you turn in will be graded using the ECCO correction code which can be found on the UTA 

Spanish Student blog.  When you receive your corrected work, you will use the ECCO code to re-write it.  

 

 When you turn in the final version, it must be stapled to:  1.) the first version graded by your instructor, 

and 2.) the cover sheet which contains the rubric.  The cover sheet is also in a separate file on UTA Spanish 

Student blog., and is generic to all final versions of Mi diario.  

 

 For this first version, it is not necessary to attach this instruction sheet: just be sure to comply with all the 

format and content requirements below. 

 
FORMAT: 

Typed and double-spaced. 

Times New Roman, 12 pt. 

Include Name, Instructor, and Course No. at the top right-hand corner of the page. 

 

CONTENT 

 For this chapter, you will write instructions for a simple recipe (= receta)  

 The title will say:  Receta para +  name of dish in Spanish.  Example:  Receta para Sopa de Verduras 

 Divide your recipe into 2 parts:  Ingredientes and Cómo se prepara (= directions/ how to make it) 

 In your directions, use only the Ud. command form of the verb. 

            Your directions should have a minimum of 5 different verbs in your recipe. (Some verbs may be  

             repeated, of course, as long as there are at least 5 different ones.) 

 ¡OJO!  Choose a very simple dish!  The idea is to be able to use the Ud. command form of the verb correctly and 

also, where possible, vocabulary that you have learned. Do not choose something complicated that cannot be 

explained with the vocabulary below +  the vocabulary in your textbook. 

 

USEFUL VOCABULARY 

MEASUREMENTS   

 

 cup =  taza 

 teaspoon = cucharadita 

 tablespoon = cucharada 

 a pinch of...  = una pizca de... 

 pound = libra 

 a slice (bread) = una rebanada 

 a slice (vegetables) = una rodaja 

 a slice (meat, cheese) = una loncha 

 a can of... = una lata de... 

 

EQUIPMENT / APPLIANCES 

 

 a frying pan = una sartén  

 a bowl = un cuenco 

 the oven = el horno 

 the stove = la estufa   

 the refrigerator = el refrigerador 

 

 

VERBS  (Remember to use in the Ud. command form!) 

Indications are given below for verbs with stem changes or verbs 

which require a spelling change in command forms. 

 

 to put (X) in the oven = meter (X) al horno 

 to boil = hervir (stem change: e to ie) 

 to bake (cake, etc.) for (30 min.)  

      = hornear (el pastel) durante (30 minutos/ media hora) 

 to fry = freír (stem-change: e to i) 

 to chop = picar (spelling change: "-car" verb)* 

 to mix = mezclar 

 to add (something) = añadir 

 to stir = remover (stem change: o to ue) 

 to grate = rallar 

 to beat (eggs, etc.) = batir 

 to peel = pelar 

 to heat = calentar (stem change: e to ie) 

 to turn on = encender (stem change: e to ie) 

 to turn off = apagar (spelling change: "-gar" verb)* 

 to serve = servir (stem-change: e to i) 

 
* For spelling changes, see textbook, page 218, Part C. 

 


